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Your Stress Journal
Instructions: This activity will allow you to gain clarity around your stress response and the 
stressors that trigger it. Complete Your Stress Journal in the following manner:

Date and Time: At least once a day write down the exact date and time you felt stress/anxiety.

Stress Event: What prompted the stress/anxiety? What set you o�? If you’re not completely 
sure consider the following questions: 1) What happened right before you became stressed? 
2) What happened earlier that might be just coming up now? 3) Who could you ask for 
some insight?

Level of Stress: On a scale from 1-10, with 1 being no stress and 10 being totally stressed to 
the max, what number would you say represents your stress level at this moment? This is 
subjective so don’t over think this. Go with your gut.

Physical Symptoms During Event: List out how your body responded (tight jaw, clenched 
fists, sweating, flushed), where in your body you felt the stress (back, neck, stomach, hands), 
and when you first became aware of the stress response.

Thoughts During Event: Awareness of our thoughts is essential to changing our levels 
of stress. Be clear and honest about your thoughts leading up to, during, and a�er the 
stress event.

Emotions During Event: Write down as many emotions you experience during the stress 
event. This will be important later on in other activities.

Duration of Stress Event: From start to finish, how long were you experiencing physical, 
cognitive, and emotional responses. It could be from minutes to days so try to be accurate 
in your reporting.

This form is provided as a sample and may not be suitable for every client. This form should not be considered legal advice or legal opinion. 
There may be state or municipality or industry specific information that would a�ect your use of this form. You should review applicable law, 
rules and regulations in your jurisdiction and consult experienced counsel for legal advice. If you use this form (either “as is” or by modifying 
the form), you are responsible for all content and absorb any monetary or other risk associated within.
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Analyzing your data:

Step 1

When you analyze and break down the elements of stress, you will see that each phase occurs in a predictable and 
repeatable sequence. What o�en makes the process more complicated and indiscernible is our inability to be 
objective around our stressors. Our level of sensitivity to each stress or determines our level of commitment to 
rationalizing the stressor as a practical and logical trigger. The following steps are meant to help you move away 
of your BS excuses and into “HOLY SHIT” moments of clarity.

Most stressful
Highlight the least stressful event listed throughout the week. Now the most 
stressful. What made each event stand out?

What was your stress response with the least event and how could you apply 
that to the most stressful event?

What could you do today to reduce, eliminate, or avoid the most stressful event?

Step 2 Most frequent
Look for the most frequent stress event, thought, and emotion listed and circle 
each one. What can you do today to reduce, eliminate, or avoid the most 
frequent stressor? What about getting help?

What is the underlying thought behind your most frequent stressor? What would 
be the opposite thought for you to have?

Is that thought more positive? How can you use the more positive thought more 
during stress events?

What is the most powerful and frequent emotion you feel when you are 
stressed? Is it a limiting emotion? What would be the opposite emotion? 

How could you focus on this emotion during other stressful events?
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Step 3 Trends
What trends do you see in date and time?

What’s the average duration of your stress response? How much is impacted or 
lost during this duration? What can you do to cut this time in half?

Which stress response was the most successful? 
How can you apply that with other stress events? 
What coping methods can you explore that will 
influence a positive stress response?

For assistance in your analysis contact Jen Butler at Info@JenButlerPartners.com.
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